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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce contextinformed features in a log-linear
phrase-based SMT framework; these
features enable us to exploit source
similarity in addition to target similarity modeled by the language model. We
present a memory-based classification
framework that enables the estimation of these features while avoiding
sparseness problems.
We evaluate
the performance of our approach
on Italian-to-English and Chineseto-English translation tasks using a
state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT
system, and report significant improvements for both BLEU and NIST scores
when adding the context-informed
features.

1

Introduction

In log-linear phrase-based SMT, the probability
P(eI1 |f1J ) of target phrase eI1 given a source phrase
f1J is modeled as a (log-linear) combination of
features that usually comprise some translational
features, and a language model (Och and Ney,
2002). The usual translational features involved
in those models express dependencies between
source and target phrases, but not dependencies
between source phrases themselves. In particular,
the context in which those phrases occur is never
taken into account during translation. While the
language model can be seen as a way to exploit target similarity (between the translation and
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other target sentences), one could ask whether it
is also possible to exploit source similarity, i.e. to
take into account the context in which the source
phrases to be translated actually occur.
In this paper, we introduce context-informed
features in the original log-linear model, enabling us to take the context of source phrases
into account during translation. In order to
tackle the problems related to the estimation of
these features, we propose a framework based on
a memory-based classifier, which performs implicit smoothing. We also show that the addition of context-informed features, i.e. the sourcesimilarity exploitation, results in an improvement
in translation quality, for Italian-to-English and
Chinese-to-English translations tasks.

2

Log-Linear Phrase-Based SMT

In statistical machine translation (SMT), translation is modeled as a decision process, in which
the translation eI1 = e1 . . . ei . . . eI of a source
sentence f1J = f1J = f1 . . . fj . . . fJ is chosen
to maximize:
argmax P(eI1 |f1J ) = argmax P(f1J |eI1 ).P(eI1 ),
I,eI1

I,eI1

(1)
where P(f1J |eI1 ) and P(eI1 ) denote respectively the
translation model and the target language model
(Brown et al., 1993). In log-linear phrase-based
SMT, the posterior probability P(eI1 |f1J ) is directly modeled as a (log-linear) combination of
features (Och and Ney, 2002), that usually comprise M translational features, and the language

model:
log P(eI1 |f1J )

=

m
X

λm hm (f1J , eI1 , sK
1 )

m=1

+ λLM log P(eI1 ), (2)
where sK
1 = s1 . . . sk denotes a segmentation
of the source and target sentences respectively
into the sequences of phrases (e˜1 , . . . , e˜k ) and
(f˜1 , . . . , f˜k ) such that (we set i0 := 0):
∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, sk := (ik ; bk , jk ),
e˜k := eik−1 +1 . . . eik ,
f˜k := fbk . . . fjk .

K
X

h̃m (f˜k , e˜k , sk ),

(3)

k=1

where h̃m is a feature that applies to a single
phrase-pair.1 It thus follows:
m
X
m=1

λm

K
X

h̃m (f˜k , e˜k , sk ) =

k=1

K
X

h̃(f˜k , e˜k , sk ),

k=1

with h̃ =

m
X

λm h̃m . (4)

m=1

In this context, the translation process amounts
to: (i) choosing a segmentation of the source
sentence, (ii) translating each source phrase, and
possibly (iii) re-ordering the target segments obtained. The target language model is used to
guide the decision process; in case no particular constraints are assumed, it is common to employ beam search techniques to reduce the number of hypotheses to be considered (Koehn, 2004).
Equations (2) and (4) characterize what is referred
to as the standard phrase-based approach in the
following.
1

Figure 1: Examples of ambiguity for the (Italian)
word partita, easily solved when considering its
context

3

A remarkable property of this approach is that
the usual translational features involved in those
models only depend on a pair of source/target
phrases, i.e. they do not take into account the contexts of those phrases. This means that each feature hm in equation (2) can be rewritten as:
hm (f1J , eI1 , sK
1 )=

C’è una partita di baseball oggi ?
(⇔ Is there a baseball game today?)
– Possible translations for partita:
game
partita di calcio ⇔ a soccer game
gone
è partita ⇔ she has gone
partita una partita di Bach ⇔ a partita of Bach
– Possible translations for di:
of una tazza di caffè ⇔ a cup of coffee
prima di partire ⇔ before coming

Here, for notational purposes, we exclude re-ordering
features that might not be expressed using equation (3). This
does not affect our general line of reasoning.

3.1

Context-Informed Features
Context-Based Disambiguation

The optimization of the feature weights λm can
be performed in a discriminative learning setting
(Och and Ney, 2002). However, it is important to
note that these weights are meta-parameters. Indeed, the dependencies between the parameters of
the standard phrase-based approach consist of: (i)
relationships between single phrases (modeled by
h̃), (ii) relationships between consecutive target
words (modeled by the language model), which
is generally characteristic of generative models
(Collins, 2002; Dietterich, 2002). Notably, dependencies between consecutive source phrases
are not directly expressed.
Discriminative frameworks usually allow for
the introduction of (relatively) unrestricted dependencies that are relevant to the decision process. In particular, disambiguation problems
can be solved by taking the direct context of
the entity to disambiguate into account (e.g.
Dietterich (2002)). In the translation example displayed in Figure 1, the source right context is
sufficient to solve the ambiguity: when followed
by di baseball, the (Italian) word partita is very
likely to correspond to the (English) word game.
However, in the standard phrase-based approach, the disambiguation strongly relies on the
target language model. Indeed, even though the
various translation features associated with partita and game, partita and gone, etc., may depend
on the type of data on which the model is trained,
it is likely that most language models will select
the correct translation baseball game as the most

probable among all the possible combinations of
target words: gone of baseball, game of baseball, baseball partita, baseball game, etc., but this
solution appears to be more expensive than simply looking at the context. In particular, the context can be used to early prune weak candidates,
which allows spending more time on promising
candidates.
Several discriminative frameworks have been
proposed recently in the context of MT to
fully exploit the flexibility of discriminative approaches (Cowan et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2006;
Tillmann and Zhang, 2006; Wellington et al.,
2006). Unfortunately, this flexibility usually
comes at the price of training complexity. An alternative in-between approach, pursued in this paper, consists of introducing context-informed features in the original log-linear framework. This
enables us to take the context of source phrases
into accounts, while benefiting from the existing
training and optimization procedures of the standard phrase-based approach.
3.2

Class-based features In addition to the context
words themselves, it is possible to exploit several knowledge sources characterizing the context. For example, we can consider the Part-OfSpeech of the focus phrase and of the context
words.3 In this case, the contextual information
takes the following form for a window of size 3:
CI(f˜k ) = hP OS(f˜k ), P OS(fbk −1 ), P OS(fjk +1 )i.
We can also combine the class-based and the
word-based information.
Feature definition One natural definition to express a context-informed feature consists of viewing it as the conditional probability of the target
phrase given the source phrase and its context information:
h̃m (f˜k , CI(f˜k ), e˜k , sk ) = log P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )).
The problems related to the estimation of these
probabilities are addressed in the next section.

Context-Informed Features

In this Section, we introduce several features that
take the context of source phrases into account.
Word-based features A feature that includes
the direct left and right context words (resp. fbk −1
and fjk +1 ) of a given phrase f˜k = fbk . . . fjk
takes the following form:

4

Memory-Based Disambiguation

4.1

A Classification Approach
The direct estimation of P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )), for ex-

ample using relative frequencies, is problematic.
Indeed, it is well known that the estimation of
P(e˜k |f˜k ) using relative frequencies results in the
overestimation of the probabilities of long phrases
K
X
J I K
˜
hm (f1 , e1 , s1 ) =
h̃m (fk , fbk −1 , fjk +1 , e˜k , sk ). (Zens and Ney, 2004; Foster et al., 2006); a frequent remedy consists of introducing a smoothing
k=1
factor, which takes the form of lexical-based feaIn this case, the contextual information can be
tures (Zens and Ney, 2004). Similar issues and
seen as a window of size 3 (focus phrase + left
a variety of smoothing techniques are discussed
context word + right context word), centered on
in (Foster et al., 2006). In the case of contextthe source phrase f˜k . Larger contexts may also be
informed features, since the context is also taken
considered. More generally, we have:
into account, this estimation problem can only
worsen, which forbids us to use relative frequenK
X
J I K
cies.
hm (f1 , e1 , s1 ) =
h̃m (f˜k , CI(f˜k ), e˜k , sk ),
To avoid these issues, we use a memoryk=1
based classifier, which enables implicit smoothwhere CI(f˜k ) denotes some contextual informaing. More precisely, in order to estimate the probtion about f˜k .2
ability P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )), we ask a memory-based
2
classifier to classify the input hf˜k , CI(f˜k )i (seen
The definition of the context may be language dependent. For example, one could consider only the right context
if it makes sense to do so for a particular language; the same
remark holds for the size of the context.

3
The POS of a multi-word focus phrase is the concatenation the POS of the words composing the phrase.

as a fixed-length vector). The result of this classification is a set of weighted class labels, representing the possible target phrases e˜k . Once normalized, these weights can be seen as the posterior probabilities of the target phrases e˜k , which
thus gives access to P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )).
In order to build the set of examples required
to train the classifier, we slightly modify the
standard phrase extraction procedure described
in (Koehn et al., 2003) so that it also extracts
the context information of the source phrases;
since these aligned phrases are needed in the standard phrase-based approach, the context extraction comes at no additional cost.
Note that there are several reasons for using a
memory-based classifier: (i) training can be performed efficiently, even with millions of examples, (ii) it is insensitive to the number of output
classes, (iii) its output can be seen as a posterior
distribution.
4.2

IGTree Classification

In the following, we describe IGT REE,4 an algorithm for the top-down induction of decision
trees that can be seen as an approximation of 1nearest neighbor that stores and classifies examples efficiently (Daelemans et al., 1997). IGT REE
compresses a database of labeled examples into a
lossless-compression decision-tree structure that
preserves the labeling information of all examples
(and technically should be named a trie according to Knuth (1973)). In our case, a labeled example is a fixed-length feature-value vector representing the source phrase and its contextual information, associated with a symbolic class label
representing the associated target phrase. The trie
that is constructed can then be used to predict a
target phrase given a source phrase and its context. A typical trie is composed of nodes that
each represent a partition of the original example
database, together with the most frequent class
of that partition. The root node of the trie thus
represents the entire example database and carries
the most frequent value as class label, while end
nodes (leaves) represent a homogeneous partition
of the database in which all examples have the
4

An implementation of IGTree is freely available as part
of the TiMBL software package, which can be downloaded
from http://ilk.uvt.nl/timbl.

same class label. A node is either a leaf or a nonending node that branches out to nodes at a deeper
level of the trie. Each branch represents a test on
a feature value; branches fanning out of one node
test on values of the same feature.
Prediction in IGT REE is a straightforward
traversal of the trie from the root node down,
where a step is triggered by an exact match between a feature of the new example and an arc
fanning out of the current node. When the next
step ends in a leaf node, the homogeneous class
at that node is returned; when no match is found
with an arc fanning out of the current node, the
most likely class stored at that node is returned.
To attain high compression levels, IGT REE
adopts the same heuristic that most other
decision-tree induction algorithms adopt, such as
C4.5 (Quinlan, 1983), which is to create trees
from a starting root node and branch out to test on
the most informative, or most class-discriminative
features first. Like C4.5, IGT REE uses information gain (IG) to estimate the discriminative
power of features. The key difference between
IGT REE and C4.5 is that IGT REE computes
the IG of all features once on the full database
of training examples, makes a feature ordering
once on these computed IG values, and uses this
ordering throughout the whole trie. Moreover,
IGT REE does not prune its produced trie, so that
it performs a lossless compression of the labeling
information of the original example database. In
case of exact matches, the exact same output will
be retrieved.
IGT REE bases its classification on the example
that matches on most features, ordered by their
IG, and guesses a majority class of the set of
examples represented at the level of mismatching. In our case, we do not keep just the majority class since we want to be able to estimate
P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )) for all possible e˜k ; we are thus
interested in the entire set of labels represented
at the level of mismatching. Each possible target
phrase can be supported by multiple votes, which
leads to a weighted set of target phrases. By normalizing these weights, we obtain the posterior
probability distributions we are interested in.5
5

It is also interesting to note that if we do not include
any context information, the (normalized) output provided
by IGT REE exactly corresponds to the conditional probabil-

4.3

Memory-Based Features

The weighted set of possible target phrases given
a source phrase and its context is an intermediary
result of the estimation of P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )). In
addition to the feature h̃m (f˜k , CI(f˜k ), e˜k , sk ) =
log P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )), we consider a simple binary feature based on this intermediary result:

h̃best



1 if e˜k is (one of) the target phrases
=
with the most support,


0 otherwise,

where “most support” means the highest probability according to P(e˜k |f˜k , CI(f˜k )). The two
features h̃m and h̃best are integrated in the loglinear model.
As for the standard phrasebased approach, their weights are optimized using
minimum-error-rate training (Och, 2003).
4.4

Implementation Issues

When predicting a target phrase given a source
phrase and its context, the source phrase is intuitively the feature with the highest prediction
power; in all our experiments, it is the feature with
the highest IG. In the trie constructed by IGT REE,
this is thus the feature on which the first branching decision is taken. Consequently, when classifying a source phrase f˜k with its context, there
are two possible situations, depending on f˜k being in the training material or not. In the first case,
f˜k is matched, and we proceed further down the
trie. At this stage, it follows that the target phrases
that can be retrieved are only those that have been
aligned to f˜k . In the second case, f˜k cannot be
matched, so the full set of labeled leaves of the
entire trie is retrieved. Since the second case does
not present any interest, we limit the classification
to the source phrases contained in the training material. By limiting ourselves to the first situation,
we ensure that only target phrases e˜k that have
been aligned with f˜k will be retrieved. This is a
desirable property that may be not be necessarily
verified if we were using a different type of classifier, more prone to over-generalisation issues.6
ities P(e˜k |f˜k ) estimated with relative frequencies on the set
of aligned phrases.
6
From the point of view of the classification task, the set
of class labels is the set of all the target phrases encountered
in the training data. Consequently, given a source phrase f˜k

Phrase-based SMT decoders such as (Koehn,
2004) rely on a phrase-table represented as a list
of aligned phrases accompanied with several features. Since these features do not express the context in which those phrases occur, no context information is kept in the phrase-table, and there
is no way to recover this information from the
phrase-table. In order to take into account the
context-informed features with this kind of decoders, we use the workaround described in what
follows. Each word to be translated (i.e. appearing in the test set) is assigned a unique id, and
each phrase to be translated which is also present
in the phrase-table is given to IGT REE for classification. We merge the initial information of the
phrase-table concerning this source phrase with
the output for IGT REE, to obtain a new phrasetable containing the standard and the contextinformed features. In this new phrase-table, each
source phrase is represented as a sequence of ids
(of the words composing the phrase). By replacing all the words by their ids in the test set, we
can translate it using this new phrase-table.
4.5

Source vs. Target Similarity

SMT and target-based similarity The probability of a (target) sentence with respect to a
n-gram-based language model can be seen as a
measure of similarity between this sentence and
the sentences found in the corpus C on which
the language model is trained. Indeed, the language model will assign high probabilities to
those sentences which share lots of n-grams with
the sentences of C, while sentences with few ngrams matches will be assigned low probabilities. In other words, the language model is used
to make the resulting translation similar to previously seen (target) sentences: SMT is targetsimilarity based.
EBMT and source-based similarity In order
to perform the translation of a given sentence
f , Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT)
systems (i) look for source sentences similar to
f in the bilingual corpus (retrieval), (ii) find usethere is in the general case nothing preventing a classifier to
output a target phrase e˜k that was never aligned to f˜k . If
we use IGTree and if the source phrase is the feature with
the highest information gain, then we have the mentioned
desirable property.

ful fragments in these sentences (matching), (iii)
adapts and recombine the translation of these
fragments (transfer) (Nagao, 1984; Somers, 1999;
Carl and Way, 2003). A number of matching techniques and notions of similarity have been proposed. Consequently, EBMT crucially relies on
the retrieval of source sentences similar to f in the
bilingual training corpus; in other words, EBMT
is source-similarity based. Let us also mention
(Somers et al., 1994), which marks the fragments
to translate with their (left and right) contexts.
Source and Target Similarity While the use
of target-similarity may avoid problems such as
boundary-friction usually encountered in EBMT
(Brown et al., 2003), the use of source-similarity
may limit ambiguity problems (cf. Section 3). By
exploiting the two types of similarity, we hope to
benefit from the strength of both aspects.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Data, Tasks, and Baseline

The experiments were carried out using the
Chinese–English and Italian–English datasets
provided within the IWSLT 2006 evaluation campaign (Paul, 2006), extracted from the Basic
Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) (Takezawa et
al., 2002). This multilingual speech corpus contains sentences similar to those that are usually
found in phrase-books for tourists going abroad.
Training was performed using the default training set, to which we added the sets devset1, devset2, and devset3. The development set (devset
4) was used for tuning purposes (in particular for
the optimisation of the weights of the log-linear
model), and the final evaluation is conducted using the test set (using the CRR=Correct Recognition Result input condition). For both Chinese
and Italian, POS-tagging is performed using the
M X P OST tagger (Ratnaparkhi, 1996). Table 1
summarizes the various corpus statistics. The
number of training/test examples refers to the examples involved in the classification task.
For all experiments, the quality of the translation output is evaluated using the accuracy measures BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), and METEOR (Banerjee and
Lavie, 2005), using 7 references and ignoring
case information. For BLEU and NIST, we also

Train.
Sentences
Running words
Vocabulary size
Train. examples
Dev.
Sentences
Running words
Vocabulary size
Test examples
Eval.
Sentences
Running words
Vocabulary size
Test examples

Chinese–English

Italian–English

44,501
323,958 351,303
11,421
10,363
434,442

21,484
156,237 169,476
10,418
7,359
391,626

489 (7 refs.)
5,214
39,183
1,137
1,821
8,004

489 (7 refs.)
4,976
39,368
1,234
1,776
7,993

500 (7 refs.)
5,550
44,089
1,328
2,038
8,301

500 (7 refs.)
5,787
44,271
1,467
1,976
9,103

Table 1: Chinese–English and Italian–English
corpus statistics
report statistical significance p-values, estimated
using approximate randomization (Noreen, 1989;
Riezler and Maxwell, 2005).7
To assess the validity of our approach, we
use the state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system M OSES (Koehn et al., 2007).8 The baseline system is composed of the usual features:
phrase-based probabilities and lexical weighting
in both directions, phrase and word penalties, and
re-ordering. Our system additionally includes the
memory-based features described in Sections 3
and 4.
5.2

Translation Results

The results obtained for the Italian–English
and Chinese–English translation tasks using the
IWSLT data are summarized in Table 2. The
contextual information may include the (context) words, their Part-Of-Speech, or both, respectively denoted by Words-only, POS-only, and
Words+POS in the following. In all cases, the size
of the left context is 2 and so is the size of the right
context.9
In the case of Italian–English, a consistent improvement is observed for all metrics, for the
three types of contextual information (Wordsonly, POS-only, Words+POS). Relatively to the
baseline results, this improvement is significant
7

The code for statistical significance testing can be freely
downloaded from http://www.computing.dcu.ie/
˜nstroppa/softs/fast_mt_eval.tgz.
8
http://www.statmt.org/moses/
9
These are the values which led to the best results on the
development set during the exploratory phase.

Italian–English
Baseline
POS-only
Words-only
Words+POS
Chinese–English
Baseline
POS-only
Words-only
Words+POS

BLEU[%] (p-value)

NIST (p-value)

METEOR[%]

37.84
38.56 (< 0.1)
37.93 (×)
38.12 (×)

8.33
8.45 (< 0.02)
8.43 (< 0.02)
8.46 (< 0.01)

65.63
66.03
66.11
66.14

18.81
19.64 (< 0.005)
19.86 (< 0.02)
19.19 (×)

5.95
6.10 (< 0.005)
6.23 (< 0.002)
6.09 (< 0.005)

47.17
47.82
48.34
47.97

Table 2: Italian–English and Chinese–English Translation Results
for NIST, and marginally significant for BLEU
(p-value < 0.1) for POS-only. The combination
of the words and POS information leads to a slight
improvement for NIST and METEOR relatively
to Words-only and POS-only. As for the BLEU
score, the best results are obtained with POSonly. The difference between POS-only, Wordonly, and Words+POS is never statistically significant. The difference of significance between the
BLEU and NIST scores is investigated in more
depth in Section 5.3.
In the case of Chinese–English, the improvement is also consistent for all metrics, and significant for both BLEU and NIST for Wordsonly, POS-only, and Words+POS. Interestingly,
the addition of Part-of-Speech information does
not seem to be benefitial in the case of Chinese. Indeed, the results of Words-only are
higher than those obtained with both POS-only
and Words+POS. In order to understand better
why this is the case, we manually inspected the
tagger’s output for the Chinese data. The most
obvious explanation is simply the (poor) quality of tagging. Indeed, we found lots of tagging
mistakes, which contributes to the introduction of
noise in the data. We also manually checked that
in the case of Italian, the tagging accuracy is qualitatively higher. Consequently, even if there is
something to be gained from the addition of POS
information, it seems important to ensure that the
accuracy of tagging is high enough. Also, with
larger training data, it may be sufficient to rely on
the words only, since the need for generalization
is less important in this case.
In order to know the contribution of the vari-

ous contextual elements, we rank the contextual
features of the Words+POS model based on their
Information Gain (cf. Table 3). W(0) and P(0) denotes the focus phrase and its POS, while W(i)
and P(i) denotes the word and the POS of the
words at position i relative to the focus phrase.
The rankings for Italian and Chinese are globally
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Italian–English
Feature IG
W(0)
7.82
P(0)
4.59
W(+1)
4.24
W(-1)
4.09
W(+2)
3.19
W(-2)
2.84
P(+1)
1.75
P(-1)
1.61
P(-2)
0.94
P(+2)
0.90

Chinese–English
Feature IG
W(0)
6.74
W(+1)
3.73
P(0)
3.23
W(-1)
3.21
W(+2)
2.90
W(-2)
2.25
P(-1)
1.18
P(+1)
1.03
P(-2)
0.77
P(+2)
0.75

Table 3: Feature Information Gain
similar, and we can observe the following tendencies:
Word information > POS information,
Focus > Right context > Left context.
5.3

Statistical Significance for n-gram Based
Metrics

Since the BLEU and NIST metrics are both
precision- and n-gram-based (Doddington,
2002), it is somehow strange that an improvement may be statistically significant for NIST
and insignificant for BLEU (as it is the case
3 times in Table 2). The differences between
the two metrics are: (i) the maximum length
of the n-gram considered (4 for BLEU, 5 for
NIST), (ii) the weighting of the matched n-grams

(no weighting for BLEU, information-based
weighting for NIST), (iii) the type of mean used
to aggregate the number of matched n-grams for
different n (geometric for BLEU, arithmetic for
NIST), (iv) the length penalty.
To test which of these options were responsible
for the difference in significance, we created the
24 metrics corresponding to all the possible combinations of options, and we ran the significance
tests for the three cases for which there was a disagreement between BLEU and NIST with respect
to significance. We found out that the most important factors are the information-based weighting, and the type of mean used. This is actually
consistent with our expectation for our system regarding lexical selection. Indeed, BLEU’s geometric mean tends to ignore good lexical changes,
which may be shadowed by low n-grams results
for high values of n; similarly, the informationbased weighting favors the most difficult lexical
choices. Note that these remarks are also consistent with the findings of (Riezler and Maxwell,
2005).

6

Related Work

Several proposals have been recently made to
fully exploit the accuracy and the flexibility
of discriminative learning (Cowan et al., 2006;
Liang et al., 2006; Tillmann and Zhang, 2006;
Wellington et al., 2006). These papers generally require one to redefine one’s training procedures; on the contrary our approach introduces
new features while keeping the strength of existing state-of-the-art systems. The exploitation
of source-similarity is one of the key components
of EBMT (Nagao, 1984; Somers, 1999; Carl and
Way, 2003); one could say that our approach is
a combination of EBMT and SMT since we exploit both source similarity and target similarity.
(Carpuat and Wu, 2005) present an attempt to use
word-sense disambiguation techniques to MT in
order to enhance lexical selection; in a sense, we
are also performing some sort of word-sense disambiguation, even if the handling of lexical selection is performed totally implicitly in our case.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced new features
for log-linear phrase-based SMT, that take into

account contextual information about the source
phrases to translate. This contextual information can take the form of left and right context
words, as well as other source of knowledge such
as Part-Of-Speech information. We presented a
memory-based classification framework that enables the estimation of these features while avoiding sparseness problems.
We have evaluated the performance of our approach by measuring the influence of the addition
of these context-informed features on Italian-toEnglish and Chinese-to-English translation tasks,
using a state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system. We report significant improvements for both
BLEU and NIST scores.
As for future work, we plan to investigate the
addition of features including syntactic information. For example, one could consider dependency relationships between the words within the
focus (source) phrase or with its close context.
We could also introduce context-informed lexical smoothing features, similarly to the standard phrase-based approach. Finally, we plan to
modify the decoder to directly integrate contextinformed features.
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